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Fishery - Cod directed fishery 1s carried out mainly by pair trawlers, although there are some otter 
trawlers are involved 1n it. Trips of both types of fishing units take p~in Subareas 1 to 5, lasting 
about six months. Squid directed fishery is mainly operated by stern and otter trawlers in Subarea 5 and 
Statistical Area 6. Duration of those trips is from 2 to 4 months. 

Opportunities for Sampling - On-deck sampling only on commercial catches. No sampling on discards is 
made. 

Current Sampling:. ..... 

Populations sampled - cod 

Length Samples: 
,. 

Place sample taken - on board 

Method of Collection - catches are sampled at random 

Size of Sample and Frequency of Collection - when possible five samples per dividion and per 
month are taken. About 200 and 300 fishes are taken for each sample. 

Staff and/or cost - Two samples collectors, each one on board of a fishing unit, carrying a 
tape recorder which avoids difficulties of ~iting on paper and measuring at the same time. 

Reason for choice of current sampling methods - This scheme seems the only one possible due to 
the fact that the fish is processed on board which makes sampling on landings impossible. 
Sampling 1s only carried out on cod, which is the main species. 

Drawbacks - The number of samples taken seems to be adequate when the minimum level 1s reached. 
Sampling in the whole area is inadequate due to the fact that the fishing units which carry the 
observers do not cover the whole area. Discards are not included in the samples. 

Constraints - Sampling on landings 1s not possible due to the fact that the fiah is processed on 
board and the long duration of the trips. Increase of sampling is difficult 4ue to space 
restrictions on board and the lack of staff who wish to remain in this work mainly because of 
the length of the trips. Instruction of new staff is constantly needed and it has to be done 
on board by a member of the scientific staff. 

Age Samples: 

Place sample taken - on board 

Method of Collection - from samples taken for lengths, some are taken for age sampling 

Size of Sample and Frequency of Collection - when possible, five individuals per eacb l-cm length
class interval appeared on length samples are taken for age determination. That means one sample 
per month and division. 
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Staff and/or cost - 4 to 5 age readers and two sample collectors on board. 

Reason for choice of current sampling method - same as for length samples. 

Drawbacks - For sampling on board the same as for length sampling. For ageing, apparently none. 

Constraints - Ageing has to be carried out by members of the scientific staff, due to the lack 
of auxiliary staff. Each otolith has to be read three times. When two of the readers,- at 
least, agree, the reading 1s given as valid. All this meaos that the work has to be bandled 
under certain time limits. 
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